Let N denote a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group with discrete cocompact subgroup r. Let U denote the quasi-regular representation on N on Lz(N/T). L*(N/r) can be written as a direct sum of primary subspaces with respect to U. A realization for the projections of L2(N/r) onto these primary summands is given in this paper.
0
Let N be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra GV. Denote by +I* the dual of B and, by Ad the adjoint representation of N on H and by Ad* the contragradient of the adjoint representation. In the Kirillov model for the unitary representations of N, there is a bijection between the equivalence classes of irreducible representations, fi, and the orbits of the contragradient representation in oz *. We will write rrC for the representation associated to the orbit in PZ* that contains the element 5.
Suppose N contains a discrete cocompact subgroup r, and let U denote the quasi-regular representation of N on L*(N/F). Then P(N/I') can be written as a direct sum of subspaces Hs , where U acts as a finite multiple of rri on H, . Denote by (.V/F)^ the elements of fi for which Hs # (0). One seeks the projection P, of L2(N/Q onto HF .
The elements occuring in (N/I')^ h ave been characterized by Howe [4] and Richardson [8] . A pair (x, M), consisting of a subgroup M of N and a character x on M, is called a maximal character if there is a 5 E a* and a subalgebra M of sz such that (i) PPZ is subordinate to 5, i.e., (5, In [2] , Corwin, Greenleaf, and Penny obtain a canonical formula for PC by replacing the rather arbitrarily chosen maximal subordinate subalgebra 4~ by a subalgebra 1(c) that is constructed in terms of 5 as follows (see [6] x'(h)fW dh, (x'.H') H /WI-v the sum being over all integral points in the orbit of (x(c), H,(o).
In this paper a result is proven, that was suggested to this author by R. Howe (see also [3] ), h h 11 w ic a ows for an alternate realization of the primary projections corresponding to orbits of maximal dimension.
Let 0 be a smooth function on n* whose derivatives grow at most polynomially at infinity. 0 may be viewed as a tempered distribution on n*, and we denote its distributional Fourier transform by 8. Composition with the exponential map gives a tempered distribution in N, D, , i.e., for eachf E S(N), the Schwartz space on N, we have THEOREM.
Let 0 be Q smooth, Ad* N invariantfunction on +a* whose derivatives grow at most polynomially. Let I' be a discrete cocompact subgroup of N and [ E +v* such that 7~~ occurs in La(N/lJ. Let HC be the primary summand of L2(N/r) corresponding to t;. Then for FE H, , DLF = e([)F.
Remark. This result has been obtained by Kirillov [5] in the special case when 0 is a polynomial.
Proof. The proof will be by induction on the dimension of N. If N is Abelian and f E S(N), then, identifying B with N, we have Do * f(X) = J" w)(fxm d5 = vW9.
H, is the one dimensional subspace spanned by xc , the character corresponding to [E#*, and and hence the theorem is proved for Abelian groups.
Assume that the dimension of N exceeds one and that the dimension of the center of N equals one. Then there is an X* E B* such that e(q + tX*) = e(q) for all 7 E H*. To show this, let sv = RX @ ?IQ where or is a Kirillov subalgebra of +v, and let X* be dual to X in H*. Then, if 7 E *z* and dim o(q) is maximum, RX* + q' C o(q) f or all 7' E O(T), since Ad* exp tY .q' = r]' + t<q, -0 x'*, where ~tr is the centralizer of Y in n and Z = [X, Y] spans the center of M. Now note that the elements n E H* with dim o(7) maximum is dense in SZ*.
Let N,, = exp(iRX) and r, = LVz n P, i = 0, 1. Fix a 1 E n* such that ni occurs in U. Then by the Howe-Richardson multiplicity formulas we may assume that 5 gives rise to a maximal integral character (x, AZ), i.e., there is a subalgebra, #jz, of maximal dimension subordinate to 5 such that, if M = exp(#3z), then M/M n r is compact, and x(r n M) = (1) where x(m) = exp 2ni([, log nz,) for wz E Ill. Furthermore, we may assume MCNl.
Let For ~E+z* and XE CV, set e(q . X) = exp 2ti(q, X), and for n E N, set ff = log n. Note that using the Ad* N invariance of 0, and the fact that the Jacobians of Ad* n and Ad n are one, we have, for each f E S(N), and n E N, <DO , fn? = s W f kd~)4 47 * Xl dx 6 = f e(q) f (nn') e(Ad* q . FE') dn' dq = I e(q)f(nn') e(q . fi') dn' dv.
Thus, identifying L2(N/I') with a subspace of S"(N), we have, for F EL~(N/T), few% = I F(n)f(nn') O(T) e(v * 3) dn' dy dn.
For 7 E B* let Q, and qI denote the components of 7 in RX* and +zI respectively. For h E S,(N) Now, NO = exp(RX), and setting E(t; n, , vI) = e(7), * t($[X, q] + *a*)), we have The obvious density arguments can now be used to complete the proof under the current assumptions on IV.
Suppose now that the center of +E, Z(B) has dim Z(B) > 2 and that 5 in* such that n'c occurs in P(N/r).
Let (X, ,..., X0} be a Malcev basis for +z. with (XI , X,,} C Z(n) and <[, X0) = 0. Let Wi = exp(RX,) and IV1 = W,, ... WI. Let nf = X,l and let X2 be dual to X0 in I*, so that n* = @ @ Ra. The assumption that 7,, + 0(7, + 7i) E S(R) was used to obtain the Fourier inversion e(71)&4) = J-g( &ww')~(Q + vl)e(rlo. @')dw'd~ dw.
For more general 0 observe that if we set ~$47) = exp(--t702) and e,(7 In order to obtain the aforementioned Pukanszky parametrization of the orbits, for CV* and n (=dim n) functions (Rj ; 5801342-2 realization of P, recall that by the [7] , there is a Jordan-Hijlder basis 1 < j < n} defined on Rd x EXnpd which are polynomials on Rd and rational functions on tYPd, and there is a Zariski open set /l, in KY-" such that for fixed X E /l, , is an orbit in n*, the orbits are distinct for distinct /\ e/l,, , and the orbits of maximal dimension are all obtained in this manner. If ?rr E (N/r)-and 5 has an orbit of maximum dimension then there is a X, E A, and a compact neighborhood ci of h: in (1, such that if z-r' E (AJ/r)^ then A,, $ Cr. Let 0' E F(int(cr)) such that B'(h,) = 1. Define 0 on n* by 0(x Rj(Zj A) e,) = @(A) f or each h E /la and let r9 be zero elsewhere. Then 0 is smooth, its derivatives are polynomially bounded, and it is Ad* N invariant. Hence, for FEP(ZV/~), DiF = HOP, = P,(F) since e(5) = B(xR,(O,h,)e,) = B'(h,) = 1 and e(T) = 0 for all other rrn E (N/r)^.
Thus Pi = 0;.
